“JUMBO TRANSPORT” specializes in transport and logistics sphere, organizes consignments’ transportation tasks between seas, land and air routes.

The company works with partial, overall and outsized consignments, organizes dangerous consignments’ transportation and carries out consignments’ distribution and is responsible for the consignment till the delivery from “door to door”.

www.jumbotransport.lt
AIR FRIGHT

JUMBO TRANSPORT does not depend on certain airports or airlines. This gives us the opportunity to search for the best prices and fastest solutions for your air freight.

JUMBO TRANSPORT has vast experience in organizing and handling transport by air and therefore, we can accurately advice on the best options and required customs documentation.
CONTAINER TRUCKING

JUMBO TRANSPORT collaborates with several certified transport companies that provide container transport. JUMBO TRANSPORT intercedes for you with different transport providers, so you always receive the most favourable option. Don’t hesitate to contact JUMBO TRANSPORT and inform about the possibilities.

www.jumbotransport.lt
JUMBO TRANSPORT has years of experience in preparing and handling national, European and international customs clearance documents. We are aware of the latest laws and regulations concerning all types of cargo and we're happy to assist you in completing all customs matters. JUMBO TRANSPORT is here to assist you out and to make sure you don’t have to worry about managing your cargo and shipments.

www.jumbotransport.lt
Depending on the types of cargo you’re planning to ship, JUMBO TRANSPORT will present you the most efficient way of transportation. In some cases, using multiple modes of transportation is the smartest solution. For example, the first part of your shipment is shipped by boat and the last part by train. Intermodal transport means transporting your cargo is outsourced to two or more logistic partners.
JUMBO TRANSPORT has years of experience in preparing and handling national, European and international customs clearance documents. We are aware of the latest laws and regulations concerning all types of cargo and we’re happy to assist you in completing all customs matters. JUMBO TRANSPORT is here to assist you out and to make sure you don’t have to worry about managing your cargo and shipments.

www.jumbotransport.lt
Instead of owning an own fleet, JUMBO TRANSPORT works together with various logistic partners. These partners provide their trailers, trucks and containers with different kinds of load capacity and different fees. This gives JUMBO TRANSPORT the opportunity to always present you the best options. Fast, safe and cheap. Of course JUMBO TRANSPORT concerns about the environment, so we always look for the most sustainable solution.
In case the size, volume or weight of your load is different from the usual sizes and options, JUMBO TRANSPORT is here to offer you the best alternatives. JUMBO TRANSPORT cooperates with various transportation partners, specialized in special transport. We sure know that special goods deserve special treatment.

JUMBO TRANSPORT gives you honest and independent advice, and is a reliable partner when it comes to special transport.
For all your needs concerning the storage of your cargo, JUMBO TRANSPORT is the reliable partner you’re looking for. JUMBO TRANSPORT has its own warehouse of 4000 m², located in logistic hotspot Vilnius, close to the Belarussian border. This warehouse is available for temporary or long-term use. For (temporary) storage of cargo in need of a bigger surface, JUMBO TRANSPORT cooperates with various warehousing partners on different locations.